
Internal meeting minutes #2 
 

Date 26th April 2017 

Time 1900 - 2230 

Mode & Venue Physical, Singapore Management University, SOE GSR 2-5 

Attendees Alicia, Ling Wei, Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi 

Agenda 1) Share what we have explored and discovered about 
workplace@fb 

2) Discuss feasibility of workplace@fb API to match sponsor’s 
wants/needs 

3) Refine the first draft of the proposal 

Meeting 
minutes 

- Break down major functions to smaller modules.  
- Assign modules to different sections (Core, Secondary, Good 

To Have) 
- Hand drawn a typical scenario of how a user will use the event 

chatbot to create event, notify participants and request 
feedback from users. Also discuss possible features the event 
chatbot should have to allow user to automate his/her work 
and enhance the user experience. 

- Hand drawn a typical scenario of how a user will use the 
facility booking chatbot to book a room. Also discuss possible 
ways room optimising can be done. 

- Discuss on which analytics tool to use for the dashboard 
- Briefly discuss on what are the possible databases, version 

controlling tool and deployment server we can use 
- Discuss pros and cons of project management tools namely 

Asana and Trello 
- Decide on a possible timeline that we can adhere to as well as 

matches milestones and sponsor’s needs. 

To-do-list - Send first draft of the proposal to Prof Ben by 28th April 
- Explore workplace@fb Graph API 
- Contact ASANA for free academic premium workspace 
- Learn tableau 
- Come up with inspiration for team logo 
- Explore various deployment servers and version controlling 

tools. 

 
 
The meeting was dragged and adjourned at 2300. These minutes will be circulated and 
adopted if there are no amendments in the next day.  
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